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PRELUDE

A Rude Awakening
He was going to die.
Now.
Of that, he was pretty much certain.
He was, not to put too fine a point on it, completely stuffed. Knackered. Washed out.
Had it.
That, and the small matter of a homicidal alien nutcase that was stalking him, pretty
much meant it was game over for Mr William Aldgate Twigg.
Another lightning bolt cracked open the sky like a window shattering. A bright sheet of
light flashed and rebounded off the surrounding grandiose marble buildings, followed a second
later by an almighty bang that echoed around the square. Undulating sheets of heavy rain
pounded the paving slabs and bounced back up into the electrified night air, creating a fine
haze.
There was an uncanny glow to the abandoned landmark, caused in the main by
flickering, unreliable streetlights and numerous fires that had escaped the rain so far.
Billy was lying on his back amid the rubble of a smashed fountain, squinting through
half-closed eyes at the hammering downpour. Thunder rumbled through the enclosed city
space, and thick black clouds swirled in an unnatural manner, their edges occasionally
sharpened by bloodred crackles of light from deep within.
His organic metal-armoured suit was now torn, burnt, and pretty much useless. Even his
helmet had been smashed and no longer offered any protection—the only vestiges being a few
jagged fragments of glass poking out of the collar where the dome had once been attached.
Broken electronics hung from wires around his face, occasional sparks and flickers of light
from the mangled apparatus illuminating his tired, yet resolute, countenance.
On a normal day, Billy Twigg was a handsome thirteen-year-old boy with a kind, narrow
face framed by unruly blond hair and set with hazelnut eyes. But today was not a normal day.
Not by any stretch of the imagination. Today Billy looked haunted and gaunt. His eyes were
grey, and his hair was matted down with congealed blood. He looked like someone who’d seen
and done things he wished he could forget all about but knew would haunt him until his dying
day. Still, if there was a plus side to any of this, that dying day was here. Now.
Billy called out a girl’s name—Laura—but it was lost in the cacophony of the storm. He
yelled it out a few more times in a wavering voice that betrayed his declining health. It was
useless. Nobody could hear him. Nobody was coming to his aid. He could taste blood in his
mouth too, which, in an oddly poetic moment, he concluded was what defeat must taste like.
He tried to stand up and yelped in pain. He was trapped across his shins by a heavy,
larger-than-life bronze sculpture of a mermaid clutching two dolphins. How had it got the�e?
How had he got the�e?
The best he could manage was to sit up, which in itself was surprisingly hard work
because of the large amount of rainwater that had poured into his suit through the exposed
neck ring, making it several kilograms heavier.
When he finally sat upright, his heightened posture offered him an improved view of his
surroundings. It was complete carnage.
Overturned vehicles, including black cabs and red double-decker buses, lay strewn
amongst scattered rubble and broken masonry in every direction he looked. Some vehicles had
fires blazing inside, where rainwater hadn’t managed to seep in and extinguish them, making
them glimmer like surreal lanterns.
There were no people anywhere. Not even bodies. Everybody had vanished into thin air.
Everybody except Billy, that is.
The boy was tired and in considerable pain. He slumped back down, and a couple of litres
of water sloshed out of the suit’s neck hole and over his face. He was breathing hard, and
despite the acute pain in his legs, he tried to wriggle free of the obstruction. But try as he
might, he was stuck fast.
He gazed up at one of the enormous bronze lion sculptures around the base of the
decapitated commemorative column and wished it would come to life and rescue him. It
ignored his mental pleas and gazed stoically into the distance from its lofty stone plinth.
Another lightning crack split the sky in half and accentuated the masterful curves of the lion’s
imposing muscular form.
“I’ll give you one last chance, Twigg,” rasped a slow and sinister male voice from behind
him, only just audible above the noise of the continuing storm. “Tell me where it is. I’ll end
your suffering quickly.” Deep, hacking laughter then followed.
Billy sat back up instantly and twisted his body painfully around to look behind himself.
An impossibly tall, spindly man was hovering off the ground nearby, his feet together and arms
outstretched. His body was twisted and malformed, as if he’d been walloped with
hammers—one shoulder poking up too high and a knee at an awkward, broken angle.
But the eyes. It was his eyes that mesmerised. They were ablaze like twin suns, searing a
hellish memory into Billy’s mind. The devilish creature’s entire body was wrapped in a dense,
black, bandagelike material that made him look like a silhouette. Behind him, several lengths of
jet-black cloth formed a tattered-looking cape, but one that seemed alive—the strips bobbing
in the air like charmed snakes.
“Go to hell. I’m not scared of you,” shouted Billy, spitting a gob of blood at the
aberration before collapsing painfully onto his back again, exhausted.
He lay there panting for a moment or two and then leaned his head as far back as he
could, until the world appeared upended. The abomination came back into view, looking like a
charred, inverted crucifix.
“I almost feel sorry for you, actually,” said Billy. “You’re wretched and pathetic.” He
laughed back at him in defiance.
“So be it,” growled the ancient traveller. “We’ll do it the long way and kill your entire
planet. You can die knowing you murdered them all.”
He motioned his hands toward the boy, an action that was immediately mimicked by his
threadbare, writhing cape. Nine bands of fabric extended from his shoulders and quickly
slithered through the air toward Billy, transforming into snakes of dense black smoke as they
gathered pace.
The boy could see bloodred veins glowing inside their undulating forms as they grew ever
nearer. Then when they were close, they stopped, recoiled back slightly, and sprang their
attack.
Billy closed his eyes, resigned to his fate, only for recent incidents in his messed-up life
to flash before them like a hyper fast-forwarding video. Three moments leapt out at him in
particular: a comet smashing into the moon, telling a girl his big secret, and the day he met
Sal . . .
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Sal

Billy awoke with a jolt, one of his arms flicking out and knocking over a saltcellar. He blinked
his eyes a few times to try and focus, but all he could make out was a blurry condiment rolling
across the tabletop. He stopped it just before it fell over the side and placed it back upright next
to what appeared to be pepper and sugar dispensers. He rubbed his eyes hard for several
seconds and then looked around.
He could see he was occupying a dimly lit café booth, and was slumped over the table. It
was set for one, with a knife and fork wrapped in a paper napkin lying to his right. Strangely,
the handle ends were levitating about a centimetre off the surface and swinging left and right
like a slow-motion metronome. Music was playing in the background, an old rock ’n’ roll track
vaguely familiar to him. A Bill Haley song, he thought.
He sat up slowly, rubbing the back of his neck. It was stiff, as if he’d been lying at an
uncomfortable angle for a while. His booth was the middle one in a row of nine running flush
against a wall on his left. There were large windows above every table, each with rounded
corners, framed by riveted chrome. It was dark outside apart from blinking, gaudy colours that
suggested neon lights might be flashing somewhere out there.
To his right was a narrow strip of linoleum flooring and then a long, thin counter that
ran the full length of the room. In front of it were at least twenty chrome stools bolted to the
floor and topped with round, burgundy, cushioned seats that matched the upholstery in the
booths.
Overall the decor was a mixture of aluminium and stainless steel. It looked very much as
though he was inside a vintage railway carriage refitted as a diner—like the ones you
sometimes see in old American movies.
At the end of the room nearest him was a very sturdy looking double-glass door with a
large red illuminated box above it. A white icon of a hand, palm outward in a stop gesture, was
printed onto it. It didn’t fit in with the rest of the 1950s period surroundings at all. It looked
peculiar—as though it belonged in a modern airport. But, then again, peculiar things had
become something of the norm for Billy lately.
During the last few months he’d become quite the international traveller. To begin with,
he’d been all over Britain. Then to Paris, Sydney, Toronto, and New York. All for free and
without needing to pack a passport or even catch a plane.
More remarkable still was that this feat had been achieved while asleep—for his journeys
had all been in dreams. Incredibly vivid, lifelike dreams. Dreams that at first happened in a
conventional manner during the night, when normal people slept.
Lately though, things had taken a slightly awkward turn. Now his dreams were capable of
sneaking up on him in the daytime. One minute he might be playing football in the park. The
next he could be lying flat on his back, completely out cold, while his mind took a short
vacation up the CN Tower, or went for a walk along the Champs-Élysées, or decided to wander
over the Sydney Harbour Bridge.
As romantic or fun as these little excursions sounded, the reality of suddenly collapsing
asleep in front of your mates was not fun. Collapsing asleep in front of people you didn’t like
was even less fun. And collapsing asleep in Mr Hagnaby’s double maths lesson was just plain
and simple asking for trouble.
Unfortunately, the last thing Billy could remember was double maths. Now he wasn’t in
double maths. Now he was in an American diner, probably in America too, given his recent
track record. Since, as far as he was aware, teleportation was the stuff of science fiction TV
shows and didn’t actually exist, it could lead to only one inevitable conclusion: he had fallen
asleep in maths and was dreaming yet again. And not just that, but in the classroom of a
teacher renowned for his grumpiness and penchant for underhand violence.
A pained expression found its way to Billy’s face, and he let out a long, exasperated sigh.
If such a thing as a sigh-reading machine existed, it would have translated this one as, “Oh no,
I’m going to get detention again for this.” He then inhaled deeply to fill up his depleted lungs
and in the process got an unexpected whiff of a wonderful, greasy, fast-food smell coming
from somewhere behind him.
He then noticed his stomach was rumbling and realised that he was absolutely starving.
He turned to see what was cooking, the burgundy plastic-cushioned bench he was sitting on
squeaking as he twisted around.
At the back of the long, narrow room was a stainless-steel kitchen area and serving
counter. Working the grill was a chef who made Billy’s jaw slacken and droop open.
The short-order cook looked up. It was a flabby green creature, wearing a baggy old Star
Wars movie T-shirt covered with food stains and stretched over a full bosom. It was mostly
bald except for a sprout of purple hair that rose vertically from the centre of its overly large
head, tied at the top with a red ribbon. The creature’s skin was lumpy and blotchy and wet
looking. It was wiping down the counter with one hand, turning down a gas hob with another,
and selecting music tracks on an old Wurlitzer jukebox with the third one.
“Well, I’ll be darned, you made it,” it said, in an unlikely American cowgirl drawl. “I have
no idea how you did that, but I expect you’re hungry, right? What can I get you?”
The strange green creature stared at Billy. After an uncomfortable few seconds it nodded
its head slightly, in a gesture that clearly meant, “Come on, your turn to speak.”
Billy stared at it in silence.
“Darn, this is a little awkward. Ahem. You okay, sonny?” enquired the cook.
Billy’s eyes remained frozen wide open, unblinking. He was quite literally dumbstruck at
the sight before him. A three-armed alien was talking to him as if this was a normal, everyday
situation. And it apparently wanted to cook him a meal.
“Come on, sunshine. What’ll it be?”
After a pause that felt like an age but was in reality just a few seconds, Billy whispered,
“A cheeseburger would be nice.”
“Coming right up. Want fries with that?”
“Uh, yes please,” croaked Billy, feeling rather ridiculous.
“Soda?”
“No, thank you.”
“I got Coke, 7-Up, Dr Pepper, Hires, or Squirt. Or you can have one of my pretty darn
amazing milkshakes. What’ll it be?”
“What kind of milkshakes do you have?”
“Pretty darn amazing ones. You ain’t listening too good. I got raspberry or raspberry. Oh,
or I could do you a raspberry one . . . if you ask real nice.”
“I’ll try one of those then, please,” said a bemused Billy.
“Which one?”
“Uh, the raspberry one . . . please.”
“Right you are.” The strange cook turned away and began collecting ingredients—a bun,
two slices of cheese, a meat patty, two lettuce leaves, a dill pickle, half an onion, and mustard
and ketchup bottles. She got the patty sizzling immediately on the hot plate with what looked
like a large lump of lard and then glided over to a big fridge-freezer and pulled out some milk,
ice-cream, and a big tub of fresh raspberries.
“So what brings you to these parts,” said the slippery-looking cook, a small puff of green
smoke wafting out of a dribbling nostril.
“I have no idea,” replied Billy, feeling extremely awkward and out of sorts.
“Just passing through, then?”
“I guess that might be the best way to describe it,” said Billy, suddenly having a thought.
He felt around his waist. He didn’t have any money on him. In fact, he didn’t even think he had
pockets. His clothes felt weird too, but it was difficult to see what he had on in the dingy booth.
“I’m sorry, you’d better stop,” he said hesitantly. “I don’t have my wallet with me.”
“No worries, kid,” said the cook before switching on a very loud blender. She then glided
over to a fryer and pulled out a mesh container full of fries; she stood them on a drainer with
one arm while expertly chopping an onion and tossing the rings onto the hot plate next to the
burger with the other two. “I’ve started now. We can come to an arrangement over payment
later.”
Billy sat and watched the cook in silence. She was zooming about the kitchen almost in a
blur, arms flying all over the place grabbing, chopping, and pouring things. He’d had some
pretty remarkable dreams over the last few months, but this one was unlike anything he’d ever
had before.
“Shoot, where are my manners?” said the alien. “My name is Sally Magmajude. Folks
around here call me Sleepy Sal, on account of my place rocking to and fro.” She paused a tick
and gestured an arm to her surroundings. “Folks have a tendency to nod off up here, you see? I
don’t mind it. I owns this joint, so let me welcome you to Sleepy Sal’s Star-Plucked Café.”
She glided out from behind the counter and across the chequered floor, carrying a round
tray laden with food. Her podgy legs were stuffed into roller skates, allowing her to make
unsteady pirouettes as she went. She drew to a stop beside Billy, slid the tray onto his table,
curtsied, and pulled a grimace that he assumed was meant to be a smile. Instead, she looked as
though she’d strained something.
Billy studied her up close. She had a wide, froglike mouth with only a few square teeth in
it. Her nose was a small, pudgy, upturned thing, and she wore very vivid, blue eye-shadow
around her bulbous eyes. Angular glasses completed her ensemble, along with a small apron
tied around her flabby waist that was far too small for her build.
“Eat it while it’s hot, sonny,” said Sal, making an unintentional whistling sound on the
“s” of “sonny.”
Billy was staring again.
“Try the milkshake. They’re amazing, even if I do say so myself.” Sal then grabbed one of
the two she’d brought over and slurped half of it up a stripy straw. “Hmmm, that is so good.”
She then burped loudly and apologised with a little giggle.
Billy slowly picked up his drink and took a cautious slurp. It was absolutely delicious.
Quite possibly the best milkshake he’d ever had. He took another, bigger slurp. Yup, it was
definitely the best milkshake he’d ever had. He smiled.
Sal smiled back. “Best milkshake you’ve ever had?”
Billy was starting to feel less alarmed. It was, after all, just a dream, albeit a really, really
weird one. He might as well enjoy it before waking up in his maths lesson and getting into a
heap of trouble from Hagnaby, and being made to feel a complete idiot by the rest of the class.
“It is fabulous, Sal. Absolutely delicious.”
Sally beamed. “I knew it would be. So, what’s your name, son?”
Billy had just taken a big bite out of his cheeseburger and so had to wait a moment while
he chewed. Once he’d swallowed it, he said, “I’m Billy Twigg.”
“Pleased to meet you, Billy Twigg,” said Sal, warmly. “Where you from?”
“Snotton,” said Billy. “It’s a small town near Cambridge, in Britain.”
“Wow,” said Sal. “You’ve come a ways.”
“Where are you from, Sal?” asked Billy. “I don’t think you’re American, even with that
accent.”
Sal frowned briefly and said, “Oh, I ain’t American, Billy, no matter how I sound. I’ve
lived there, though—at the, uh, well, uh, shoot, let’s just say I was a guest of the marshal for a
few years.”
Billy snorted a little laugh. Sal had a really strange way of speaking, like an old-fashioned
cartoon character or someone in an old cowboy movie.
Sal went on. “Originally, I came from a town called . . . well, there ain’t a way of saying it for
human ears. I came from a planet orbiting a star you guys call Vega, in what you guys call the
Lyra constellation.”
Billy choked on a French fry and had to take a swig of his drink to recover. “You . . . you
really are an alien?”
“Hey, that’s rude, Billy,” said Sal, sounding a bit peeved. “You’re an alien too, you know?
Out here in the wilds, we’re both aliens.”
Billy looked down. “I’m sorry, Sal. I didn’t mean anything by that.” He looked up again
and met her eyes. “I’m just confused by this nightmare I’m having, that’s all.”
“Oh, shush your mouth, Billy,” tutted Sal. “This ain’t a nightmare, honey.”
“Okay, if you say so,” he replied. He paused a moment and added, “Where are we, then? And
why is that fork floating?” He jabbed a finger at the odd cutlery on the table that was still
swinging left and right, as if almost weightless.
“Your cutlery is floating on account of us having a little gravity problem up here. The
darn stuff used to slide all over the place, especially in summer when the sun-pull is at its
worst, so I had it all magnetised. Shoot, if I can’t be a real smartass sometimes, heh, heh! You
see?”
Billy didn’t see.
Sal expanded. “The ends of the cutlery are magnetised so they stick to the metal tables.
Now they don’t slide about. I thought it was pretty smart, myself.”
Billy raised an eyebrow but remained quiet. Contemplative. He was enjoying his meal.
Sal added, “And where we are is about halfway between Vega and your Earth—about
twelve light years away from Earth. My humble little rock, called Balta. Been here forty-odd
years running this here eatery. It ain’t a big earner or nothing, but it keeps me going.” She
smiled at Billy and took another drink of her milkshake. “How’s your burger?”
Billy smiled and made a thumbs-up gesture, which seemed to please her. They didn’t
speak for a couple of minutes. Sal let Billy eat most of his food before saying, “So, you ain’t got
no money to pay for this here dinner you’re having, right?”
Billy gulped and blushed. “No, I don’t. Sorry about that.”
“Yup, well that’s okay, I guess. But on account of me getting no coin from this
transaction, maybe we can play a little game instead, you and I? I ask you some questions. You
give me some answers. After that, we’re evens.”
“Oh, I don’t know about that,” said Billy warily. “That sounds a bit dodgy.”
“You don’t have to do anything unpleasant . . . or stupid . . . or painful. In fact, you don’t
even have to leave your seat. How about it? Shake on it?” Sal extended a hand comprised of
three fingers and a thumb.
Billy thought about it for a moment. Why was he even being cautious? It was a dream. It
didn’t matter. “Okay, Sal,” he said, and shook her hand. Her skin might have looked wet, but it
felt dry, like a snake’s.
“Excellent,” said Sal, making an unfortunate squelchy-squeaking sound as she forced
her considerable body mass into the small booth seat opposite his. “I want you to try this: close
your eyes and tell me if you can remember anything unusual. Any memories that maybe don’t
feel quite like they belong to you.”
“I dunno,” said Billy apprehensively. “That’s a weird question. What are you trying to
do?”
“Just humour me,” said Sal, in a soothing tone. “Close your eyes and imagine you’re
opening a door into your own memories. See if there’s anything unusual in there that you
haven’t noticed before.”
Billy’s heart was starting to beat a little faster. He felt a bit sweaty. Reluctantly he closed
his eyes and quickly tried to remember something unusual. But how do you do that? You can’t
just say to your brain, “Find something unusual that I didn’t know was there.” It was a silly
question. It couldn’t work. He tried anyway but drew a blank.
Sal seemed to be able to tell he wasn’t finding anything but must have known that he
wasn’t really trying. She said, “Remember and imagine the big door opening.”
Billy did as he was asked and imagined a big door. He made it a very tall, old, heavy oak
door with a large, iron ring for a handle, right in the middle. He imagined pulling on it hard and
heaving it open, its old hinges creaking in protest. Inside, it was dark and empty. The creaking
noise echoed away into a vast void. Billy stared into the abyss, and the abyss stared right back
at him. Nothing. No miraculous flood of memories. Just a sickly, empty, lifeless feeling.
Billy gulped on a dry throat, then suddenly he saw something. A faint glimmer of
recognition far away in the distance, like a muted sparkle. It was accompanied by the echoing
voice of a girl saying, “Come on, Billy. I’ll chum you home.” It sounded like his neighbour
Ellie’s voice. She had a fairly distinctive Canadian accent
“Nope, I can’t remember anything unusual, Sal,” he said, opening his eyes. “I just heard
my neighbour’s voice speaking, that was all.” He didn’t know why, but this was making him
feel very uncomfortable. “I know I’m dreaming, Sal. Can’t we just move this bit along? I know
that in reality, I’m probably asleep at my desk at schoo—”
Suddenly a batch of fragmented, abstract images flashed into Billy’s head: laughing
school children; trying to protect Ellie on a narrow bridge; hiding from a monster in a tiny
cave; flying through Saturn’s rings; a car exploding; warplanes crashing in flames; burning
buildings and a flaming red sky; something painful tearing into his chest; the silhouette of a
willowy man with a dozen limbs; a strange dark pit hiding in space; a brilliant white explosion.
Billy gasped out loud and opened his eyes, shaking his head. “I was in school,” he panted.
“I saw my friend Ellie. We were in danger. I saw planets. Fire. A weird, slender man with lots of
arms. Creatures falling into a terrible dark hole.” Billy felt sick, and took a sip of drink to try
and calm himself.
Sal regarded him, a concerned but unsurprised look on her face. It was as if she knew
unpleasant memories were buried inside him and needed to come out. She said, “It’s okay.
Take your time.”
Billy was about to say something when he heard the sound of knocking on wood in his
head. He closed his eyes again and saw the great oak door. It was closed but something was
knocking on it from the other side. He again imagined himself heaving it open.
This time, standing directly behind it, was Ellie Roundtree, the same cute Canadian girl
he liked from next door. Behind her, the vast deep abyss remained a black nothingness. She
looked alarmed and was mouthing something, but no sound was forthcoming. Billy tried to
force the memory into sharper clarity.
A shape was starting to materialise from the inky black background. It was hazy and
impossible to make out at first. Ellie looked behind her and then back to Billy, a look of fright
on her face. She tried to run toward him but it was as if she were running on a treadmill, unable
to close any distance. Billy went to step toward her but he was stuck, as if he were knee-deep in
mud.
Behind Ellie, a vague form was slowly taking shape. The darkness was altering and
turning a flickering reddish-yellow. Upon it was a blurry silhouette that reminded Billy of an
octopus. Dark tentacles writhed and squirmed, reaching out into the air as if seeking prey.
Ellie stretched out her arms to Billy, her mouth agape and eyes pleading. In the distance
he thought he could hear faint screams of anguish, like a crowd panicked by something
terrifying.
The obscure vision was slowly sharpening into focus. The rippling tentacles that were
bobbing up and down like a sine wave were beginning to look like fabric—like torn strips of
undulating black cloth. They appeared to emanate from the silhouette of a tall, thin man who
was calmly walking toward them. Behind him, distant flames were licking into the air.
Ellie turned back again to look at what was advancing upon her and let out a silent
scream. She looked back to Billy with resignation on her face, and stopped trying to run, as if
she realised the futility of her actions.
Behind her the shadow man had stopped moving as well, but the tentacles seemed to have
sensed her presence. They paused for a moment, recoiling slightly, and then rushed toward her.
As they neared, they morphed from strips of tattered black cloth into thick, writhing snakes of
smoke. In a matter of seconds they were upon her, smothering her body from the ground up.
Ellie stared out impassively at Billy, tears in her eyes, as the churning mass of smoke
consumed her small form. Everything turned to darkness again and the great oak door
slammed shut with a bang.
Billy snapped his eyes open and let out a long, slow gasp. “I saw . . . Ellie. She was being
smothered in black smoke. It was wrapping itself around her. She was terrified and calling out
to me for help but I didn’t do anything. I just stood there,” cried Billy.
“Oh my,” muttered Sal, pausing to reflect for a moment. “It’s been a long, long time
since he was around these parts. But I had a bad feeling in my gut that something nasty was
heading our way. I’d hoped it wouldn’t be him. I’m afraid it sounds like he’s heading to Earth. I
think we need to get you prepared. And fast.”
“What?” cried Billy, alarmed. “Who’s ‘he’? What did I just see?”
“Calls himself ‘Typhon, the Destroyer of Worlds.’ Kind of says it all, wouldn’t you agree?
What you saw was a future memory, Billy. I know that don’t make no sense to you right now.
How can I put this?” Sal pondered for a moment and continued, “You see, time don’t always go
in a straight line, like you folks on Earth believe. Nope, in fact it never goes in a straight line.
It’s more like a big old bowl of spaghetti. Lots of timelines running back and forth and all over
the place. Bit of a time-tangling mess, to be honest with you. You saw a glimpse into a future
pathway. A very unpleasant one for Earth, by the sounds of it.”
“I don’t understand,” said Billy, still feeling nauseous. “How can I be seeing the future?
In spaghetti?”
“Don’t be too literal there, pilgrim. It’s complicated, and I ain’t about to get into all that
now,” said Sal, firmly. “We can do that another time. But you appear to have some abilities.
Have you looked at what you’re wearing?”
Billy swallowed hard and looked down at his arms. He was wearing a long-sleeved
garment that was an odd metallic silvery colour. He touched his left arm. It felt like soft metal,
cold and yet insulating, tough and yet yielding. His chest was enveloped in the same material.
Billy slid out of the booth to stand under brighter lighting and gazed down at his body.
His legs were covered in the same matt-finish silver material. His feet were encased in hefty
boots with pipes running down the sides. They looked a little scorched around the heels.
Around his waist was a grey belt supporting a holster on his left hip. In it was a silver gun. A big
one.
Billy looked at Sal, fear and confusion in his eyes. He was starting to feel odd, out of his
depth and frightened. It all felt horribly real but he didn’t want it to be.
She was looking right back at him, knowingly. She cast her gaze down to the seat next to
her. On it was a large round transparent helmet, inside of which was a pair of silver gloves.
“You’re a somviator, Billy.”

TWO

Something Stirs
Nightshade’s glistening, dark-matter fuselage ripped through space like a hot knife through
butter—her incredible speed and razor-sharp profile allowing her to scythe through almost
any celestial object in her way.
Inside the ship, it was dark, dormant, and still. It had been so for a few decades. Ever
since their last search had proved unsuccessful, yet again. Grand Overseer Oberyn had then
sent them on a mission to the other side of the universe—an arduously long journey, chosen in
part as punishment for their continued failure to locate what he desired so badly.
Then, finally, after such a long period of darkened silence, a discreet floor light flickered
into life, casting a small beam of blue light across the reflective surface. Then another ignited.
And another. Gradually numerous small lights buried in corners and crevices around the
interior bathed Nightshade’s inner sanctum in a very subtle, cold glow.
Something in the inky darkness stirred. It was ancient and almost forgotten. A tall, thin,
frail figure lay wrapped in a weathered black robe. He was prone on a hard, onyx black dais,
seemingly asleep, only faint breathing movements discernible as his narrow rib cage creaked
up and down.
The surrounding room was a black, highly reflective, oblong chamber where the walls
leaned inward at an angle, sloping up to a narrow ceiling. Every surface was made of the same
material—some kind of polished mineral. It felt like a tomb, and in a way it was.
There were no windows to look out of and no other objects or furniture. At either end,
triangular doorframes led away to farther chambers, each illuminated by a glow no brighter
than a child’s night light. There were no sounds in the sterile room except the very faintest
rhythmic sighs coming from the resting life form at the room’s centre.
The silence was suddenly broken by a clinical female voice that echoed off the flat,
angular surfaces. It spoke in a strange alien tongue. “Master, we have a reading. A Stone has
been detected. We have been diverted from our original course and have arrived at our new
destination,” it hissed.
He awoke with a start, an emaciated hand lashing out from under his black robes at an
unseen foe. Someone had been watching him. He had felt his presence—or had it been a
dream? Impossible. He had never had a dream in his whole long, miserable life. He slept like
the dead. But now he was awake, groggy, and irritable. He had travelled so very, very long and
so very, very far—a deep hunger and yearning driving him forever onward in the endless
pursuit of his father’s prize.
“What is the meaning of this? Give me visuals,” said the solitary figure gruffly, now
sitting up and stretching—rolling his head from side to side and cracking his neck joints loudly.
“A Stone was detected in a previously scanned region,” came the meek reply, again
echoing off the chamber’s cavernous space. “It appeared and then vanished shortly thereafter,
lost on a planet saturated with organic life forms. Bringing you visuals now, master.”
A thin slab of hard, black material slid vertically out of the ceiling and down in front of
the sitting figure. Its wide surface flickered into life and an image appeared showing a desolate
and barren planet. Overlaid on the screen were indecipherable symbols and glyphs, and an
animation showing nine concentric rings, upon each riding a dot, travelling anticlockwise.
“What system is this?” said the shadowy figure, frowning.
“Orion-Arm 7521066/Single-Solar number 422,” replied the slavish voice.
Typhon sighed. So many worlds had been encountered. So many of their voices hushed.
Snuffed out in moments. Yet something about this quaint arrangement of planets and its single
puny sun fired a neuron of recognition deep within his fractured mind. He had been here
before, many, many eons ago. He felt certain of it. But why would he return? It was unheard of.
Typhon’s Nightshade fired past an uneven brown planet—the outermost of this system’s
nine. It was a dry, cold, and arid rock devoid of life and thus his interest. Another flicker of a
memory sparked in his mind. A giant gaseous world with a great collar of rings. Ah yes, thought
Typhon. I remember it well—a strange, isolated beauty to the cold, lifeless orb. Then he
remembered a giant planet of storms with an angry, spinning red eye staring out into the cold
darkness of space. He had liked that lifeless and destructive giant too.
Nightshade sped farther toward the solar system’s inner core and onward Typhon’s
memories took him. A smaller, sandy red planet covered in mountains and canyons came into
view, and he remembered how it had once held life. Life that something unknown had snuffed
out long since. Then they reached the third planet from the sun and entered into a low orbit
around it. It had been a land of fire and jungle when he’d last seen it. A crude world still
forming, volcanoes ripping the surface apart, tearing great canyons into its crust. Water then
crashing in to form seas, and where land met water, jungles had formed.
He remembered the dumb creatures that had lived there. Huge lumbering dragons.
Millions of strange, flightless, birdlike creatures, hell-bent on devouring one another. How he
had laughed at their folly, and laughed again as he snuffed them out with the darkness. The
darkness that dwelled deep within him. The darkness of his pitiless mind made real. His Storm
o� Shadows.

THREE
EVA

“A Somva . . . Somvia . . . what?” said Billy, a feeling of anxiety growing inside him. “I don’t
think any of this is making sense, Sal. I want to wake up now, please. I’ve had enough of this.
It’s just weird and wrong. I want out.”
“You’ll leave when you’re good and ready, kid,” said Sal. “Ain’t no way to get out of here
faster than that.”
“What?” said Billy crossly. “It’s time this nonsense ended, Sal. You’re not real. This place
isn’t real. It’s all a stupid dream. I want to wake up. I want to go home. Oh, never mind, I’m
leaving.” With that, Billy turned and stormed off toward the door with the white hand symbol
above it. He’d only taken a couple of steps when Sal said from behind him, “I wouldn’t do that
if I were you.”
“Or what?” snapped Billy, not breaking his stride.
“Or you’ll be dead quicker than you can say, ‘No stranger to danger.’ That’s the
somviator motto, by the way.”
“What on Earth are you talking about?” said Billy, stopping short of the doors and
turning to face the alien cook. She was starting to get on his nerves. It was his dream, not hers.
Sal appeared to be stuck in the booth and so had rotated her head 180 degrees to look at
him. “Well, Earth is about to be in a whole heap of trouble, son,” she said, trying to maintain
an air of calm. “But before we get to that—here, catch.” She tossed him the clear helmet with
the gloves shoved inside. “Stick these on if you’re going out there. Come back in when you’ve
had a belly full.”
Billy thought for a moment, feeling his growing bad temper slip down a gear. He looked
curiously from Sal to the door. Then from the door to the windows, which were still obfuscated
by a rhythmically pulsing, multicoloured glow from outside. Then he studied the oddly floating
cutlery on the tables around him. Then back to the doors again. They were made of thick glass.
Two sets of them. One set in the diner, followed by a chamber about the size of a department
store elevator, and then another set of doors leading to somewhere else.
Slowly, Billy took the gloves out of the helmet and pulled them on tight. He noticed how
a metal ring around each glove’s wrist clicked into and sealed against a metal ring on the
corresponding sleeve. Similarly, when he placed the helmet over his head and began turning it
around, it suddenly snapped into place with a satisfactory metallic clang that resonated inside.
A row of small blue lights lit up around the inside of his collar and projected a vector path
display onto the inside of the clear visor. It depicted what looked like a rotating planet with
columns of numbers and charts that constantly changed on either side of it. Finally, a hissing
sound filled the helmet and faded away after a few seconds.
“Atmosphere secure,” said a clear female voice from within the helmet. “Swift GB03
standby power at sixty-seven percent. Disintegrator charge at nineteen percent. Use caution.
Plasma rounds remaining: seven.”
“Who’s that speaking?” asked Billy.
“She’s your new buddy, LAURA.”
Billy looked over to Sal. She was still wedged into the booth and looking quite
uncomfortable. “Who?” he asked again.
“Your suit’s artificial intelligence unit. L.A.U.R.A.—Light and Unobtrusive Reconnaissance
Assistant. She looks after all your cockamamie gadgetry in your Swift—navigation, rocket
boosters, weaponry—all that sort of stuff. She can also give you tactical advice too—combat
strategies, flight path information, and the like. Plus, she basically is the Internet of
everything, so she can help you find the best pizza in town too, heh heh!”
Billy didn’t know what to say. His mind was reaching a critical meltdown point. There
was only so much jibber-jabber it could take. He simply said, “I’m going,” and turned and
walked up to the diner door. There was a large button in the middle of it. He pressed it.
There was a hiss, and a clank, and then a whirring sound, and the doors popped inward
about ten centimetres and then split in half, like an elevator door, and pulled apart.
Billy walked into the chamber beyond. There was another set of doors in front of him;
identical to the ones he’d just passed through. Like them, they had a button in the middle. He
pushed it.
The doors behind him whirred and clanked and reversed their previous motion, closing
back tight. Then the doors in front of him made a clank and pulled apart in absolute silence.
Billy felt a little gust of air pull at him and then ease. He stepped out.
Everything was so much brighter outside. There was a night sky full of stars that
positively glowed with phosphorus energy. Their density increased and decreased across the
sky, forming bands of cloudy wisps.
The range of colours was mesmerising. It was as if somehow an intense fireworks display
had been frozen in time—glowing embers of every colour caught in limbo.
Billy slowly panned his gaze in an arc across the heavens until he was looking at an
intense spiral nebula. It had a brilliant white core that looked like it was being fed by tendrils of
star clusters.
Billy felt a vibration and turned around to see the diner doors closing silently behind him.
He was indeed standing outside a vintage American railway carriage. It was parked up on
concrete blocks and was apparently the only building in the area.
Above him on the roof stood a vast neon sign. It ran the full length of the train carriage
and was about five or six metres high. Billy walked around to get a better view, aware that he
felt slightly lighter than normal.
Glass tubing formed a curved set of enormous letters that spelled out “Sleepy Sal’s
Star-Plucked Café.” It blinked alternately between white and red. Beneath the lettering was a
stylised drawing of a mountain formed of purple neon tubing. At its peak was a yellow neon
boulder. It was crudely animated in three frames to show it rocking left and right.
Billy turned back to gaze at the vast nebula. It was spectacular, he thought, closing his
eyes for a moment and wondering if he’d wake up in Hagnaby’s class when he opened them
again. He didn’t. The nebula and diner were still there. As was he.
He looked down at the ground. There was no pavement or path—or even grass. It was
hard, brown rock. It glinted with a subtle metallic sparkle, like iron ore. He walked out a little
and noticed that it was pitted and marked with hundreds of little craters. He continued onward
in total silence. His footsteps made no sound. In fact, there were no sounds of any kind. No
birds. No cars. No people talking. No disturbances at all, except for the noise of his own
breathing inside the helmet.
The farther he walked from the diner and the blinking neon sign, the darker everything
became and the harder it was to see his feet. He started to shorten his pace until he was doing
mini-steps—arms outstretched in case he collided with something unseen in the gloom.
After about a minute, LAURA interrupted him. “Advise caution. Edge proximity.”
“Edge?” queried Billy.
“Edge of terrain approaching. Advise stop traversing.”
Somewhat arrogantly, Billy continued, but he could feel his heart rate quickening as he
nervously shuffled forward. He didn’t really have a plan, apart from getting away from the
crazy alien lady. Perhaps if he kept walking he’d eventually see something he recognized, or do
something that caused him to wake up.
Suddenly his left foot slipped as the ground beneath it gave way. He fell backward and sat
on his bottom hard. His legs from the knees down were hanging over a ledge. Billy swore and
caught his breath for a moment and then slowly leaned forward and peered down.
There was a planet far below him. It was vast and covered in an angry-looking, swirling
mass of green clouds. They were turning around a colossal rocky protrusion that poked out of
the atmosphere and rose up and disappeared out of sight under the ledge Billy was sitting on.
He was evidently on top of a very tall mountain. He was so high up that he could see the
curvature of the planet bending away behind it.
If he wasn’t mistaken, he was in outer space.

FOUR

Déjà Vu
Typhon found it peculiar to be returning to this insignificant little planet. He had already been
here and cleansed it once before but, as it transpired, not thoroughly enough. Apparently, life
had found a way and, despite his best efforts, evolved into something new.
If nothing else, Typhon was a professional who took great pride in his purpose and felt
tremendous satisfaction in the meticulous fashion in which he completed every search. To be
returning to an old target again was disappointing, to say the least.
Millions of Earth years ago he had searched this planet’s primitive geology thoroughly
and the prize had not been here. It aggrieved him greatly that his father had ordered him to
return and look once more. It was inconceivable that he would have missed it the first time
around, and it was humiliating to come back. This time he would redouble his efforts and make
sure the eradication was complete. He would do it slowly and methodically. A smile cracked his
wizened face. He would savour every moment.

FIVE

Transference
“Don’t move, Billy,” said LAURA.
“What is that? I mean, is it really a planet? Am . . . I . . . in . . . space?”
“Affirmative. That is Igonosphar IV below us. We’re on an asteroid called Balta, named
after the Great Balta, who was the first to climb Mount Rubaz Lav . . . ”
“What?” interrupted Billy.
“Igonosphar IV. It’s a planet. Once mined for its ore. Formerly rich in magnesium, gold,
aluminium, saleneum, barazeum, and a host of other valuable deposits—see your HUD, your
heads-up display, for further breakdowns, if you wish. After a few centuries of inactivity, it was
repurposed as the somviator proving grounds.”
A three-dimensional wire-frame model of a rotating planet was projected onto the inside
of Billy’s helmet. As the diagram turned, a tall, twisting, gnarled, and jagged mountain came
into view that must have been a few hundred kilometres high. It poked right through the
planet’s cloudy atmosphere and out into space. Upon its tip was a massive boulder, the Balta
asteroid; a red dot upon it marked their position.
“Riiiiiight, okay,” said Billy sarcastically. “Let’s pop back in and have another little chat
with Sal, shall we?” He shuffled backward from the edge and then carefully stood up. He turned
around to face the distant neon glow of Sal’s diner and began trudging back.
He arrived at the train carriage diner’s airlock a few minutes later and went through the
double-door safety procedure once again.
Inside, Billy removed his helmet and gloves and put them on the nearest table. Sal was
mopping the floor down the middle of the carriage, and “Love Me Tender” by Elvis Presley was
playing on the jukebox. Sal was humming tunelessly along. He could still smell fried onions
from his earlier meal.
“That was fun,” said Billy, in a surly tone. “So we’re in outer space now, are we? Nice
one. Thanks for telling me, Sal.”
“Darn it, Billy, I had no choice. If I’d just come out and told you, you’d never have
believed me,” replied Sal, stopping to look up and lean on her mop. “You had to see it for
yourself.”
“I know this is all just a dream, Sal, so there’s no need to pretend I’m really here
anymore. I didn’t tell you earlier, but I’ve been having these weird dreams for a few months
now. In them I wake up in a place far from home. I usually just wander about aimlessly for a
few hours and then wake up back in bed.” Billy hesitated and added, “Mostly in bed, anyway.
This is just another one of those.”
“Uh-huh, honey,” she said, sympathetically. “I know you’re dreaming. And I know you
don’t always wake up at home, neither.”
Billy immediately flushed. “How do you know that?” he asked. “I haven’t told anyone,
except . . . she would nev . . . oh, hang on, hang on . . . stupid me. This is my dream, so you
know everything I do, obviously.”
“Obviously,” she replied.
Billy was taken aback. He wasn’t expecting Sal to agree with him.
“I know all about your dreams, Billy. I should do, as I’m in this one, ain’t I?” she said.
He had been expecting her to insist she was real. He said, “You admit this is a dream?”
“Of course,” she replied. “Although, depends on how you look at it, I guess.”
“How I look at it?”
“Sure. It all depends on what you think dreams is all about.”
“Oh please, don’t make this any sillier than it already is, Sal,” sighed Billy, impatiently.
“I’d best keep it short then,” grumbled Sal. “I can see you’re one of them cynical fellas.
You think dreams is just a load of old piddle-twaddle. Random thoughts thrown together in
your noggin. Fair enough, I guess, but a little shortsighted, in my humble opinion. Others have
a different view. They’d say dreams is like looking into another world. Another dimension, they
might call it. Perhaps a parallel universe, even? It don’t really matter none what name you give
it. If you believe something is real, Billy, then to you, and any other believers, it is. Who’s to say
different?”
Billy thought about that for a moment before accepting it. “Okay. I suppose that makes
some kind of crazy sense.”
“Good. I ain’t gonna harp on about it,” said Sal. “But let’s just say that in my world I’m
real and you’re just a dream of mine. Think about that!” She smiled and winked.
Billy smiled back. Uncertain. Questioning.
Then she added, “You’re visiting with me just like you visited that Australian city the
other day. The one with the funny name. What was it again? Oh yeah, Sydney.”
“I see,” said Billy, raising his eyebrows in surprise. “You know about that?”
Sal looked at him as if he’d asked a stupid question. She said, “I sure do. You caught the
333 bus from Circular Quay, through the city centre, up through Paddington and down to Bondi
Beach and the Pacific Ocean.”
“How the heck . . . were you following me?”
“Kind of, but not in the way you think. I’ll get to that in a moment.”
“Right, uh, so yeah, I caught a bus up a hill and down the other side to the ocean. I didn’t
really know where it was going exactly. I just stayed on until I saw the sea. I’ve always wanted
to see Bondi since watching that vet show on TV. Sydney is an awesome city.”
“Uh-huh, and you walked along Campbell Parade by the ocean and bought some fries,
then went and watched the surfers for a while.”
“I did. They call them ‘hot chips’ there. They had stuff called chicken salt on them. They
were great. I had a pie too. It came with sweet chilli sauce. Mmmm, I could happily live there, I
really could.”
“Uh-huh, and how did you buy the food, Billy?”
“I had some dollars after I went to a cash machine in the city centre to get the bus ticket.
I used my ATM card to draw out forty dollars—about twenty pounds, I think. You know, their
money is all made out of plastic? It’s really cool.”
“Uh-huh. ATMs have security cameras in them these days, don’t they?”
“Uh, yeah, I suppose they do,” agreed Billy.
Sal set the mop against a booth seat and skated into the kitchen, returning moments
later with a thin silver laptop. She set it on the kitchen counter and brought up the video app
and hit play. Grainy footage of Billy staring out of the screen appeared. His hand was up close
and out of the shot at the bottom, apparently entering his PIN number and withdrawing the
plastic cash.
“That’s very creepy,” said Billy, shocked. “You can access security cameras?”
“I can see into just about any gizmo that has links to Earth’s interwebbery, Billy. Which
is pretty much every gadget on Earth these days. It’s kind of my specialty. Always been good at
it.” Sal then pushed the right arrow key on her laptop to reinforce her comment. The video
switched to a view from an interior security camera on the bus. Billy could clearly be seen
seated up the back, staring out of the window. Sal pushed the key again, and it switched to a
hotel roof’s webcam view. Billy could be seen strolling past, eating his kiosk food and looking
out over the sand toward the Pacific Ocean.
“Why would you do that? Why spy on me?” he asked, a little freaked out by it all.
“Well, shoot, I wouldn’t call it spying as such, Billy. I found out that this Earth kid was
making dream journeys on his own, so I thought I’d best keep an eye on him. See if I could get
through to him. And here we are now. I could see you was transferring to distant locations and
not just looking in on them. It’s a crazy rare gift to be able to do that, Billy. One in a trillion.
Maybe rarer than that, even.”
“Transferring?”
“Yup, trans�e�ence. Shifting from one world into another. It means you ain’t just visiting a
place as an observer, like regular dreaming folks do. You can actually affect the place you visit.
Your actions have influence. Can change things. You’re really there.”
“That’s crazy, Sal,” said Billy, his heart leaping with excitement. “You’re saying I’ve
really been visiting places like Paris and Sydney? Not just dreaming about them?”
“Exactly right. You’re catching on fast. Try this for size. You dream different, Billy. With
more intensity. Your dreams actually send a real living, breathing version of you into the
dreamscape. We call this your Servus, or Servo for short—although I guess that ain’t a whole
heap shorter really.” Sal smiled. “Your Earth body’s still sleeping exactly where you left it. We
call this your Primordium, or Primo for short. In your case, you sent a version of yourself to
visit different Earth locations. Your Primo sent your Servo to Sydney and Paris and the other
places.”
Billy was staring again. He might be dreaming, but jeez, it was a lot to take in. A lot to be
expected to believe. If only it could be true, he thought. But then it did make some weird kind of
sense. When he’d woken up from the Sydney dream, he’d found his nose was oddly red and
sore. His mum had said it looked like sunburn. And then there had been that time he’d dreamt
of riding on a streetcar in Toronto, and then found a TTC token for the Canadian travel network
in his pocket at school in Snotton the following day. He’d figured he’d got some wrong change
at the canteen. Maybe that wasn’t where he’d got it from after all . . .
“It was mighty interesting to observe your travels,” continued Sal. “They started out
with little bunny hops. You’d move a few miles to a nearby city first. Some place like Cambridge
or Lincoln. It was like your mind was experimenting—seeing what it could do. When it got
more confident, it would take you a little farther to some place like London. Then farther still,
to Edinburgh. On May thirteenth, the Paris one happened. That’s when I knew you had the gift
for sure. Leaping across the sea like that, hell, to a foreign country, with a different language
and all—that was a big step. I’ve been waiting here for you since then. I knew you’d show up
sooner or later. And you ain’t disappointed.”
“So why am I here, Sal?”
“Heh heh, well, why are any of us here?” She laughed. “There are things we’ll never find
the answers to, Billy. ‘Why are we here?’ That’s the big one. Folks have been asking that one
since the dawn of time.” She drew out a long whistle sound and shook her head.
“Uh, no, I meant why am I here with you? Now?”
“Oh, right. Sorry. I don’t rightly know. I think you’ve maybe been drawn here. Like it’s
your calling or some such.”
Billy looked questioningly at her.
Sal pressed on, doing her best not to overwhelm him. “You see, the universe comprises
dark and light, good and bad, positive and negative—your planet’s Chinese call it yin and yang.
They’re opposing forces constantly trying to outsmart each other. It’s an eternal battle for
control. That’s what the universe is all about. Somviators are an ancient order of protectors.
Guardians of what is right. Guardians of light. The good guys, Billy. We’re at war with evil sons
of guns like Typhon. The dark souls. The bad guys. We like to create. To nurture. Grow. They
want to destroy. To neglect. Languish.”
“How long has this been going on?”
Sal made her long whistle sound again and said, “Oh my, the battle is as long as life
itself, honey. It’s always been going on in some form or another. But the Order of Somviators is
pretty new, cosmically speaking. In Earth time, it came along about five thousand years ago.
We’ve been coming to Earth since then.
“Trouble was, the old civilisations thought we were gods. Humans started to worship us.
Shoot, it got messy for a time. We realised pretty darn quick that we were altering Earth history
too much, so we became very secretive after that. But if you know where to look, there are still
some ancient texts and stone markings from Earth’s past that talk about us. You can read about
us and even see drawings of us wearing our Swift suits.
“It’s funny how most folks on Earth pays it no attention these days. But it’s all there to
see if you care to look.”
Billy had seen TV shows about ancient aliens. He’d heard of an old book called Chariots of
the Gods? that talked of such things. Most folks thought it was nonsense. He did too . . .
although now he wasn’t so sure. He asked, “How many somviators are there?”
Sal’s face visibly darkened. There was an awkward, palpable silence, and then she said,
“You’re looking at them, kid. You and me.”
Billy was shocked. He could see now why she had been keeping a close eye on him.
Sal added, “A lot of good somviators have died. Well, all of them bar me, as far as I know.
A lot of good friends. Murdered by Typhon or his bitch sisters from hell. Sorry, Billy. I hate
cussing, but . . . but there just ain’t no other way to describe them.”
Billy didn’t know what to say. So he reached out and held one of her hands resting on the
table.
“They killed them all, Billy. Every one of them. Finished the last of them off when I was
incarcerated on Earth. When I escaped and got back here, the place was a tomb. I’ve been
hiding out here alone in the middle of nowhere for the last forty Earth years. Forced
retirement, I guess you’d call it. Hiding in plain sight. But when I ain’t flipping burgers, I’m
tracking space, looking for . . . well, looking for critters like you, Billy. New somviator
material.”
“I’m sorry, Sal,” said Billy. He could see she was genuinely upset. He gave her hand a
reassuring squeeze. She looked up at him. He could see she was fighting back tears. Trying to
keep it together.
Then her face took on a look of steely resolve. “Shoot, look at me getting all sad and
silly,” she said, snapping herself out of her morose mood. “Ain’t no point in crying now. Ain’t
going to bring them back now, is it?” She smiled at him and put one of her other hands on top
of his and squeezed back.
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